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The wave of climate change which is at the forefront of claims for a geological boundary-crossing is primarily the result of an escalating human capacity for combustion.  It is hardly surprising that claims about humankind becoming a preeminent geomorphic force have been accompanied by proposals to convert our accidental impacts on earth systems into effects that are intentional and compensatory. After all, as Michel Serres noted in one of the first philosophical inquiries into the ascent of human geologic agency: `[t]o become effective, the solution to a long-term, far-reaching problem must at least match the problem in scope’.​[1]​  Among the battery of proposals for `geoengineering’ global climate,  the one currently being given most serious consideration involves spraying  sulphate aerosols  into the stratosphere – with the aim of scattering incoming sunlight. This technique effectively replicates one of the impacts of terrestrial volcanism, and indeed, much has been learned about sulphate injection from studies of the volcano Pinatubo.​[2]​ When it comes to removing existing carbon emissions of the atmosphere, high on the geoengineering agenda are plans for widespread application of charred biomass to soil.  While the proposed scale is unprecedented, `biochar’ production  – which involves burning vegetation under oxygen-depleted conditions  –   is a practice that traditional `pyrotechnicians’ have deployed for centuries to consume excess plant  matter and enhance soil fertility.​[3]​  
We are, it seems, gearing up to fight fire with fire. The prominence of combustive processes in both triggering and responding to the geologic boundary-event that has been named the Anthropocene  raises a host of geo-political issues concerning fossil fuel consumption, alternative energy sources, ecosystem protection and land appropriation.​[4]​ But the prospect of an anthropic forcing of earth processes into novel states also raises questions about the definitive characteristics of our species and our planet.  While overlapping with political issue-formation at certain crucial junctures, these questions are of an ontological nature - and as such they exceed the domains of negotiation and decision-making definitive of the polity.​[5]​   Any exploration of the role of fire in the earth’s history, in this sense,  involves some  questions that are profoundly political, and others that might be referred to, in Claire Colebrook’s apt phrase, as `monstrously impolitic’ (11).
The posing of the Anthropocene as a problem indicates that natural scientists – bucking most of what Bruno Latour has said about the modern constitution​[6]​  –   are more than willing to implicate the human in contemporary natural processes. But this contemporaneity, we should recall, is a geological eye-blink. Whereas mainstream social and cultural thought has tended to take announcements of the Anthropocene as yet another incentive to decree the `end of nature’, its notable that earth scientists have been taking the possibility of a novel geologic boundary-crossing as one more incitement to explore analogies, continuities and discontinuities across a range of epochs, most of which are unequivocally inhuman. A more generous  response of the humanities and social sciences to the scientific acknowledgement  of human geologic agency , in this regard, would be to join natural sciences in confronting  the full range of geologic forces, without which `our’ agency would be an abstract and orphan  presence in the universe . And this implies engaging with physical forces `in themselves’, and not simply `for us’. 
Promisingly, diverse fields of inquiry are now converging on what might be termed a `speculative geophysics’:  which I take to include not only a renewed philosophical, cultural and social theoretic interest in the possibilities of earth processes `in themselves’,​[7]​ but also the past and present willingness of natural scientists to think beyond the empirical and into the realms of what have been, or might yet be. Deconstruction may not appear to be an obvious source of inspiration for speculative thought of a geophysical nature. It is fair to say that Derrida, while making numerous allusions to the nonhuman, the material, the inorganic,  rarely made these dominions an object of sustained inquiry.​[8]​ But Derrida did make it clear from early on that the structural logics he identified worked against the closure or self-sufficiency of the human,  and of life more generally. What always interested him, in his own words, was the: `…arch-phenomenon of `memory’, which must be thought before the opposition of nature and culture, animality and humanity, etc., …. This trace is the opening of the first exteriority in general, the enigmatic relationship of the living to its other and of an inside to an outside; spacing’.​[9]​ 
While this excerpt from Of Grammatology may not be unfamiliar, it’s worth noting that I sourced it, word for word, from an article in a biology journal. Rather than taking Derrida to task for his scientific or environmental oversights, natural scientists who find his approach useful have recognised that deconstruction characteristically sets out from those experiences, texts and fields with which researchers are accustomed  –   in order to unleash the strangeness harboured within the familiar (Craw and Heads, 507).  Citing Derrida to the effect that `The movements of deconstruction do not destroy concepts from the outside’ (Of Grammatology, 24), biologists Robin Craw and Michael Heads, among others, have reworked the resources of their own discipline to explicitly deconstruct `the opposition biology/geology’ (510, 513). 
Following recent reassertions by Vicki Kirby, Martin Hägglund and Karen Barad that Derrida’s logic of the trace was always intended to apply to fields beyond the human,​[10]​ it is timely to consider the contributions deconstruction has made and might yet make to a speculative geophysics. It is, at this moment, necessary to ask how our species became a geologic agent of such forcefulness that we are undermining the material conditions of our existence.​[11]​  However, a sensitivity to the complexity and enigma of origins  –  the suspicion that beginnings might be `already alive with what has yet to come’  –  can pull this question in different directions (Kirby, 30). It prompts us to also inquire what kind of planet is this that births a creature capable of doing such things? 
Taking inspiration from the prescient attempts of `deconstructivist biologists’ to work through the imbrications of biology and geology, I look at some recent hypotheses about the role of active tectonic processes in the emergence of our own species.  In the light of speculation about the volcanic origins of human fire use, I ask how complications in the earth’s own identity might contribute to rise of a species with the capacity for repeatedly `rewriting the history of fire on earth’.​[12]​  By viewing fire itself not simply as a physical force, but as means of transmission, calculability and even intelligibility, I consider whether  humanity might be seen less an anomaly that an exaggeration of  possibilities inhering in the earth system.   

Deconstruction and the Dynamic Planet
`(P)reculturally pure Nature is always buried’ wrote Derrida, a rejoinder to Husserl’s proposal that the everyday experience of the anchoring ground beneath our feet might offer a gathering and unifying counterpoint to the physical sciences’ objectification of our planet.​[13]​   For Husserl, as Derrida explained in his first book-length outing , `the earth …is the exemplary element (being naturally more objective, more permanent, more solid, more rigid, and so forth, than all other elements; and in a broader sense it comprises them)’ (81). The idea that the earth cannot present itself to us with full, unmediated access, introduces the gesture for which Derrida will become renowned.  Contra Husserl, there will be no `unity of all humanity … correlative to the unity of the world’ (84, footnote 87). 
But during the early 1960s, the time Derrida was writing, the very sense of the solidity and rigidity of the world was in the process of being radically recast. And by those same scientists who Husserl charged with the `geometrical’ reduction of our home planet to a cold, hard, relentlessly orbiting sphere. By the late 1960s, accumulating evidence had confirmed the theory of global plate tectonics, the key to understanding the planet’s major geological features as the manifestation of the incessant emergence, mobilization, and recycling of the earth’s crust. Henceforth, seismic and volcanic activity and other geological upheavals cease to be seen as exceptions to an underlying stability and come to be viewed as expressions of a fractious but integrated geophysical system. 
Continental mobility was just the beginning of what has been described as a `permanent revolution’ in the earth sciences.​[14]​ Over the next half century a series of major research projects tracked the dynamics of the planet’s hydrosphere, atmosphere and lithosphere, identified the cycles and reservoirs of the earth’s main chemical components, and began to decipher the complex external forcings and internal feedback effects that orchestrate periodic shifts in major earth systems.​[15]​ It is this succession of breakthroughs in geoscience which provide the basis for understanding the variability of the earth’s climate over time and the influence of human activity on the dynamics of climate.  
 	With few exceptions, the major currents of `continental’ philosophy have been impervious to these scientific achievements. Where continental philosophers have found inspiration, however, is in the operations internal to a single component of the earth system: biological life.  Particularly in French philosophy, post-war developments in biology –
 especially the deciphering of the genetic code  –  offered the possibility of understanding human linguistic or symbolic capacities in the context of  a much more expansive `play’ of signs proper to life itself. Biology’s own concern with the interplay of coding and indetermination, chance and necessity, and difference and sameness opened the way to what Serres referred to as `a general philosophy of marked elements’.​[16]​  This move helped make it possible for critical philosophical inquiry to sustain its passion for action and transformation while at the same time working to unsettle the centrality of the human subject.  
Christopher Johnson has argued convincingly that Derrida’s early work belongs to this moment (System and Writing, 7-8). In the face of tendencies to impound his thought within purely human linguistic or textual precincts, Derrida repeatedly insisted that the structural logics he laid out ` should be valid beyond the marks and society called “human”’.​[17]​  More than simply prompting a search for generalised affinities between deconstructive manoeuvres and canonical pronouncements within the natural science, this might be read as an invitation to work closely with, and even within those scientific fields whose findings seem to trouble the foreclosures of logocentric thinking​[18]​. As Derrida later clarified his own position: `I believe . . . that the orders of thought and philosophy, even if they don’t allow themselves to be reduced to the order of scientific knowledge, are not simply exterior to it, both because they receive the essential from it and because they are able, from the other side of the limit, to have effects on the inside of the scientific field.’​[19]​ 
Despite the promise of French philosophy’s encounter with molecular biology in the 1960s, the dominant `metropolitan’ receptions of deconstruction have rarely engaged closely with the life sciences, let alone the geosciences. But if we are willing to look further afield, Derrida’s wishful thinking about a deconstructive movement within the sciences may not be as far-fetched as it first appears. When a small contingent of New Zealand biologists encountered Derrida’s work in the 1980s, they seemed to assume from the outset that his denial of the possibility of `some finally isolated graphy’ applied as much to biogeographical formations as it did to literary or cultural expressions.​[20]​ In what might be regarded as  a `minor literature’ of  deconstructive research and development, they set Derridean thought to the task of  exploring the entangled geneses  of the earth’s life-forms and landforms  – beginning with the tectonically active region in which they lived.    


Derrida Down Under: `Writing, Earth and Life’
`The relatively complex nature of organisms and our own privileging of life has perhaps discouraged previous deconstruction of the opposition earth/life in the earth and life sciences’ observed  biologists Robin Craw and Michael Heads, some 25 years ago.​[21]​  For Craw, Heads and their antipodean confederates, prevailing explanations for the form and distribution of New Zealand biota revealed a deep-seated bias in biological philosophy towards unitary centres of origin. Biogeographic orthodoxy has it that these south-west Pacific islands are a drifting relic of the ancient southern supercontinent of Gondwana, upon which time and isolation have worked to produce a unique flora and fauna. For the `deconstructionist biologists’, this view hues to an assumption that the currently existing landmass of New Zealand is a coherent taxonomic unit  –  or natural biogeographical entity.​[22]​  In doing so, it overlooks a wealth of evidence which indicates that these islands are in fact composite formations: a mosaic of continental fragments arriving from disparate directions and remnants of long-sunken micro-continents  –  all thrown together by tectonic forces. By the same logic, a close analysis of the `indigenous’ biota shows, that far from having a singular and special identity, New Zealand’s biological community is deeply differentiated. Its internal divisions reflect the multiple origins of its geological components, revealing a range of distinct affiliations with biota of the regions to which each fragment once belonged.​[23]​   
For Craw et al, the local credo of insularity and uniqueness, for all its nationalist appeal, belongs in essence to a 19th century vision of privileged centres of evolution. While he may have rejected species fixity, Darwin cleaved to the idea of centralised origins of evolutionary form-making. As Darwin himself put it: `the simplicity of the view that each species was first produced within a single region captivates the mind’​[24]​.  Equally captivating was the assumption that the major evolutionary workshops  –   the sites of `superior creation’    –   were firmly ensconced in the North.  Starting out from these restricted originary centres, life-forms supposedly migrated outward to novel environments, where they encountered new form-changing pressures and challenges.​[25]​ This thesis also assumed that the continents had always lain in their current positions. The acceptance of theories of continental drift in the 20th century, however, left the unitarian centres of origin thesis fundamentally intact, just as it left the continents themselves as relatively coherent and permanent masses.​[26]​  And rather than unsettle this model, the vision of New Zealand as a unique biogeographical product of a Gondwanean centre of origin  more-or-less  picked it up and planted it in another hemisphere. 
What Derrida’s critique of the metaphysics presence provided the cohort of maverick biogeographical thinkers was a logic for understanding the depth of investment in the fixity and purity of originary centres. More than this, deconstruction offered resources for developing and extending counter-narratives.  The alternatives advanced by the New Zealand biologists in the 1980s and  90s drew on earlier research by Italian life scientists which posited that evolutionary  form-making involved many diverse ancestors distributed across a broad front.​[27]​  Their approach, drawing especially on the work of Italian-Venezualan  biogeographer Leon Croizat, focussed on the evidence that current filiations  between organisms often bore little relation to observable geological  features.​[28]​  Rather, what detailed empirical biogeographical research revealed was that lines of association between related species tended to stretch across continents and ocean basins.​[29]​ These trans-oceanic and intercontinental  `tracks’  –  posited by Croizat well prior to the consensus around plate tectonics  –  increasingly made sense as  continental mobility was substantiated. They made even more sense when later evidence showed the extent to which many continental landmasses were composed of multiple, heterogeneous and often long-journeying fragments from disparate sources.​[30]​  
The key to current global distributions of life, then, lay not so much in existing landform, but in the earth’s major tectonic processes and upheavals. In other words, where orthodox Darwinian biogeography told a story of living things moving on or across relatively enduring topographies, the approach favoured by the New Zealand deconstructionist biogeographers posited a much more complicated relationship between biology and geology. In place of a genesis at unitary centres, biological novelty was seen to emerge along zones of geological deformation; sutures where oceans have closed, rifts where continents are stretching, coastlines which shifted as seas or landmasses rose and fell.​[31]​ In this view, not only does geology play a much more dynamic role in biological differentiation, but life too is credited with playing a major part as a geological force: influencing rock weathering and sedimentation, and forming coral reefs, and chalk and oil deposits.​[32]​   Extrapolating from the  passage on writing `in the general sense’ in Of Grammatology  that includes  reference to `processes of information inside the living cell’ (9),   Craw and Heads  move beyond the more familiar association of textuality with the operations of the genetic code, and propose that biological life –  in its role as a geological agent  –  is fundamentally inscriptive. Under the heading of `Writing, Earth and Life’, they make the claim that `Derrida’s `writings’ would…also include the inscriptions made by plants, animals and rocks on (or `as’) the landscape, for example in movement/growth/ architecture and biogeography.’​[33]​  
Craw and Heads make it quite clear that this understanding of life as an active geological stratum constitutes a `deconstruction’ of existing epistemic distinctions between biology and geology, the living and non-living: 
We can also note here the crude distinction `animate/inanimate’ (living/dead – life/earth) as deconstructed in Croizat’s view of life as the top geological layer. That the living permeates its `other’ the dead; that fossil and living organisms integrate; that earth and life merge in space/time as the landscape …these deconstructions raise the issue of the opposition biology/geology (Reading Croizat, 513). 
In order to understand how an originary complication of earth and life might have given rise to an organism capable of `rewriting’ terrestrial geology, there are two main points we might take from these deconstructive moves inside of the scientific field of biology. The first is the importance of zones of geological rupture and upheaval in biological form-building. The second concerns the trace of the past in the present: in the sense that older life is often able to recolonize a younger geological layer or stratum, but also that younger life may come to occupy older strata, without necessarily moving any great distance.​[34]​  As we will see, both the biological generativity of tectonically active zones and the constitutive ability of life to negotiate between strata laid down at different times have important implications for conceiving of our species as an expression of the earth’s own self-differentiating processes. 

Continental Rifting
Though it has yet to be framed in deconstructive terms, the idea that major zones of crustal deformation play a galvanising role in biological evolution is currently being extended to the emergence of our own species.  Until recently, tectonic activity has tended to feature only incidentally in the origin story of the genus Homo: usually as a contributing factor to climate change, and thereby an indirect influence on the availability of food for our hominid ancestors   But paleoanthropologists and earth scientist are now suggesting that the exceptionally active tectonics of the rift valley system of east Africa may have played a vital role in the evolutionary trajectory of our human ancestors and near-relatives. `A key point about the African Rift’, paleoarchaeologists Geoffrey King and Geoff Bailey note, `is that tectonic activity has been continuous throughout the time span of human existence.’​[35]​     
The rifting of Africa’s Ethiopian plateau is the largest and most enduring example of the extentional tectonics that occurs when a landmass overlies a major upwelling or `super-plume’ of the molten rock that makes up the earth’s mantle. As rising magma pushes the crust upwards, fault-lines open in the stretched rock  –  resulting in great chunks of subsidence between rising flanks  –  while the rock-melting effect of heating from the mantle often gives rise to volcanic activity (King and Bailey, 269). This tends to generate a landscape characterised by steep escarpments and plunging valleys, a topography of recurrent and often rapid change.   
It has now well established that the wildly vacillating climatic conditions of the last few million years played a vital part in the emergence and faltering of numerous branches of the human genus. Some researchers now point to the role of the planet’s greatest rift system in amplifying the harsh selective pressures of extreme climatic variability on hominids and other mammals.​[36]​  Others, however, are more inclined to emphasise the many provisions offered by a tectonic topography to an opportunistic primate.   As King and Bailey observe, the rapid uplift of the Ethiopian plateau saw a uniform forested plain give way to a much more variegated terrain: a landscape composed of a steep canyons, incised river terraces, sedimented basins and volcanic outflows. While animals and aquatic flora would have been attracted to the freshwater lakes and rivers that formed in the rift valley, the frequent disturbance of the tectonic hot-zone generated a rich mosaic of vegetation types (King and Bailey, 282)  But King and Bailey afford a special significance to the volcanic features of the landscape, speculating that jagged and hardened lava flows coupled with fault scarps would have provided natural stockades in which a relatively slow, unspecialised, ground-dwelling and bipedal omnivore could seek refuge between forays into nutrient-rich environments (269-270, 282). 
Without any apparent connection, this recent surge of interest in the role of an active crustal deformation zone as the `ecological basis of human evolution’ resonates with the Croizat’s and the New Zealand biogeographers’ preference for the dispersal of evolutionary novelty along `geo-sutures’ and fractures. However, there is another potentially pivotal element in the rift valley landscape that has not featured in the deconstructionist strain of biogeography and is mentioned only in passing in King and Bailey’s decisive contribution to the hominid evolutionary story (267).  To take us from the volatile conditions of human emergence to the contemporary excess of anthropic combustion we need to consider the ascending significance of fire. 

Fire Species, Fire Planet
In an expressly `speculative’ contribution to the question of the early hominid niche, environmental studies scholar Michael Medler riffs off King and Bailey’s emphasis on the shifting but incessant presence of volcanic activity along the African rift valley.​[37]​ In the process of adding molten lava to the rift valley landscape, Medler proposes, volcanoes provided ancestral humans with a source of fire. Lightning would already have brought wildfire to African savannah and forest; blazes which would have been furious and deadly when exacerbated by climate change. Lava spilling from constantly active volcanoes, however, provided a more regular and concentrated fire. And this, Medler suggests, may have been the first fire that humans learned to handle and set to work (20-1).  
Independent of the emerging tectonic theme, the role of fire in human evolution has been attracting renewed attention from researchers in a range of fields. Without overtly sharing Medler’s emphasis on geographically and geologically specific source of ignition, other scholars have been exploring the significance of the capture, and later, creation of fire for the evolutionary trajectory of hominid species. For as long as 1.6 million years,  by some estimates, Homo erectus and its near-relatives  have been using fire  for warmth and light, for keeping  predators at bay, and for increasing the available nutrient content of foodstuffs.​[38]​ Application of fire can also promote the ecological richness of landscapes; attracting wildlife to new plant growth and reducing the likelihood of larger and fiercer wildfires (Pyne, 18, 303).  
Given that humans are the only life-form in the planet’s history to control fire, environmental historian Stephen Pyne proposes that fire use may be our biological and geological niche. But as Pyne insists, we are `fire creatures on a uniquely fire planet’ (3, authors italics). While some of the conditions for combustion exist on other planets or moons in our solar system, only earth has the combination of oxygen-rich atmosphere, ignition sources and fuels to make of fire a planet-shaping force. Biological life itself provides the fuel for terrestrial flame, and as Pyne argues, life and fire have evolved together. Everywhere there is vegetation on earth, sooner or later there is wildfire. And almost everywhere there is natural fire, there are or have been humans willing to augment the planet’s own pyrophytic tendencies.​[39]​. Though human-modulated combustion may be unique, Pyne views this as an extrapolation of terrestrial tendencies rather than as an anomaly: human fire use `accelerated, catalyzed, animated, leveraged’ what was already present (World Fire, 302-3).  Or to put it another way, humans appropriated and advanced a technics that was the planet’s own. 
As Pyne would have it, the ascending weight of human agency on the earth has everything to do with this radical extension of a combustive imperative that defines the earth itself.  Over the time in which terrestrial vegetation has taken hold, wildfire has been exerting pressure on the earth’s biota: selecting for fire-tolerant species and in the process selecting for still more fire. The emergence of a fire-wielding species, Pyne argues, has accelerated this already decisive planetary feedback in favour of increased combustion and heightened combustability.  Over time, humans have developed a range of ways to transform the earth through fire, of which the recent propensity to tap into sedimented and fossilised biomass is the latest (World Fire, 325).
This is not to deny the element of excess that attends the unearthing of a previously inaccessible fire source, or what is effectively the making present of past solar energy.  In the early days of the Gaia hypothesis, James Lovelock and Lynn Margulis speculated that fire was one of the ways that an earth blanketed by biological life maintained its atmosphere in a far-from- equilibrium state.​[40]​  If the carbon dioxide content of the earth’s atmosphere increases, it is absorbed by increased plant growth   –  which generates more oxygen.  But if oxygen levels increase beyond a point, more vegetation is consumed by fire, producing more CO2.​[41]​  In this way, as Pyne notes, fire is as essential thermostat for global climate (World Fire, 323). Through the geologically novel process of burning deposited hydrocarbons, a fire species has changed the setting on this `thermostat’: we have altered the conditions under which the earth itself recalibrates its own atmosphere. In large part, this is the predicament which the designation of the current epoch as the Anthropocene seeks to capture. 

Deconstructive Geophysics and the Anthropocene 
So far, I have been weaving together some storylines from both the physical and social sciences which seem to me to have a deconstructive logic to them  –  in a way that takes inspiration from the explicitly Derridean turn within a current of biogeography from my own part of the planet. Common to these insights is a sense of   `the indefinitely articulated regress of the beginning’ that does not grind to a halt at the limits of culture or biology but pushes on into the geological and cosmological.​[42]​ The troubling structure of the origin, the at-once generative and risky implication of an outside within the bounds of any entity or system, I have been indicating, applies to the earth itself. Not only is our planet open to the external forces of the solar system that condition global climate, but the body of the earth is itself divided.  A withdrawn and molten interior acts upon the earth’s surface, exuding, mobilising and periodically breaking through crustal formations.  Crustal rifts and sutures literally bring into relief the earth’s non-identity with itself, as do regime changes in major earth systems. Along these spatial and temporal threshold zones are to be found the most lively provocations for the transmutation and diversification of biological life. 
Flame irrupts along many of the planet’s most dynamic seams. Volcanic fire perforates major crustal deformations.  At thresholds of climate change —each time the earth tips into a cooler, drier regime  –  vast wildfires break out, leaving their ashen signatures in geographically wide-ranging charcoal sediments.  However, it remains difficult, if not impossible, to precisely distinguish anthropic fire from wildlife  –  as combustion itself is indiscriminate as to its source of ignition. And a conflagration, as forensics experts know only too well, has a tendency to consume the evidence of its inception. 
It is fire’s propensity to endure and spread through its own self-effacement that has sparked Derrida’s interest.  Though he initially chose the inscriptive marking as the always more-than-figural exemplar of a structural logic in which any entity is differentiated by the trace of non-present outside, Derrida later claimed a preference for fire and its residues. Characteristically approaching fire by way of cultural texts and events with which he is familiar, he writes: `I have the impression now that the best paradigm for the trace …is not…the trail of the hunt, the fraying, the furrow in the sand, the wake in the sea, the love of the step for its imprint, but the cinder (what remains without remaining from the holocaust, from the all-burning, from the incineration…).​[43]​  
In an enigmatic logic intuited earlier by Blanchot, Derrida conceives of fire as providing a light that offers vision and clarity, but in the process consumes itself and all that it has revealed.​[44]​ The crucial point here is not simply that human sense-making is compromised by some unspeakable materiality, but that the event of combustion itself might be seen as undoing the very distinction of signification and force.  
Vicki Kirby explores this basal indistinguishability of `language’ and `materiality’ in relation to lightning – a primordial source of ignition on our planet.​[45]​ In a process which remains mysterious even to physical scientists who specialise in the field,  Kirby recounts how a fork of lightning become  `aware’ of the  highest point in the landscape in advance of its earth-ward  journey through a pre-emptive  two-way process of communication between sky and ground.  In this way, the strange complication of origin and destination that is central to Derrida’s work, she proposes, is just as apparent in the elemental electric transmissions which light up the earth. This applies not only to each individual discharge of energy:  the phenomenon of lightning also serves to bring the overall positive electrical charge of the earth into equilibrium with the net negative charge of the atmosphere.   `In other words’, Kirby writes, `one lightning stroke, moved by a logic that exceeds its binary forces, can also be seen as a stroke in which an entire field of energy rewrites itself’ (Quantum Anthropologies, 12).   
That the earth in its totality can recalibrate its electrical force-field in and through each flash of lightning is taken by Kirby to imply that calculative operations  –  a kind of intelligibility to itself  –  inheres in the very materiality of nature (56, 95).  While the earth or any other entity may be internally differentiated or non-self-identical, it is through this kind of inner communicability that any entity holds together enough to persist in time and space. An 
open, and hence internally complicated, system  must communicate in order to keep in touch with itself. And it is by virtue this is very self-intelligibility that a body, entity or system explores or plays with its own internal possibilities (Kirby, 37, 113). 
Perhaps pushing the deconstruction of matter and ideation as far as it has yet ventured, Kirby’s claim that the internal complication of any entity implies a capacity for making sense of itself gestures towards an understanding of the  fire in terms of its role in mediating between the fractious elements of the earth system.  Terrestrial fire, it might be said, negotiates the rifts in the body of the earth, cauterises the planet’s wounds, consumes its excesses, and probes its potentiality. But if fire is a primary player in the planet’s own self-sensing and calculativity, this does not mean that the sums must add up. It is important to remember Lovelock’s point, reinforced by Pyne, that the interplay of biological life and terrestrial fire holds the earth’s atmosphere at a point which is far from equilibrium. In this sense, it is very long time since this planet balanced all its equations or squared its accounts. 
The same self-articulation of an entity that holds disjunctive parts together can also serve to deepen or amplify internal differentiations. Negotiations can break down or succeed too well. As Derrida’s structural logic of the trace insists, whatever harbours non-identity within itself has the capacity to turn against itself  (Dissemination, 119).  And it is in this sense that his talk of fire  –  along with germs, weeds, seeds and viruses  –  makes it clear that human or social existence has no monopoly on self-destructive irruptions. The trace-structure asserts that every chance is also a threat, that the wager on novelty or strangeness, in whatever domain it occurs, runs the risk of unleashing a runaway force. As Hägglund puts it: `Even if all external threats are evaded, the good still bears the cause of its own destruction within itself.’​[46]​   There is no reason to believe our home planet is exempt from this logic. 
The earth, we might say, has wagered on fire; reproducing on its surface a trace of the sun and of its own molten interior. There is no conceivable accounting by which we could assess the gains and losses of this adventure, though there is strong evidence that previous events in the earth’s long igneous history have triggered catastrophic climate change and mass extinction - outbursts already credited by stratigraphic authorities with effecting shifts between geological eras. The emergence of an organism with the capacity to capture, generate and broadcast fire has dramatically raised the stakes of the planet’s investment in fire, and what is now being described as the Anthropocene manifests a further extension of hominid combustion. 
The contemporary ability of our species to tap into the energetic reserve of sedimented biomass offers a new turn in the implication of biological and geological strata, or what   deconstructionist biologists have referred to as the way `that fossil and living organisms integrate’.  But what we need to keep in mind is that the gradual amplification of the solar flux means that our planet is aging   –  implying that the earth system may now be unusually vulnerable (Lenton, 820).  In other words, this might not be good time to risk radically supplementing the earth’s combustive budget. 
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